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Unlocking the Power of Natural Healing
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“Natural forces within us are the true 
healers” - Hippocrates

Yes, the conventional mindset is to 
rely on “a pill for all ill” that only manages 

symptoms rather than addressing the root cause.
Glow Wellness LLC., a health optimization center, believes 

strongly in the body’s innate ability to heal itself 
and everything they do focuses on this truth. 
With a team of doctors and practitioners 
they constantly look upstream to find 
the root cause and then address those 
imbalances in such a way that works 
with the body to restore function and 
balance.

“All our services are geared 
towards helping the body achieve 
balance and health naturally,” says 
LeeJoy Ellis, ND owner and president of 
Glow Wellness LLC.

LeeJoy Ellis, ND started Glow Wellness 
LLC., seven years ago with the goal to positively 
impact people’s health and wellbeing. With a strong focus on 
personalized wellness that addresses the “whole person” 
physical, mental and emotional health. 

“I am fortunate to partner with doctors and practitioners 
who have both experience and a deep knowledge base around 
regenerative, anti-aging medicine and functional psychiatry,” 
says LeeJoy.

Glow Wellness LLC., offers comprehensive testing that 
looks at important biomarkers like gut heath, mitochondrial 
function, oxidative stress, inflammation along with toxic 
burden. They also offer genetic testing to look at the 
rate of cellular aging that measures your biological age vs 
chronological age. Knowledge is power and the insights gained 
from lab testing allow the Glow practitioners to personalize 
each wellness plan for their clients, with customized dietary 
recommendations, vitamin infusions and liquid supplements.

At Glow Wellness LLC., they understand and appreciate 
the important role nutrients play in cellular health and 
function.  They offer a range of vitamin infusions that rapidly 
restore nutritional deficiencies. Safety is always a priority at 
Glow and each vitamin infusion is mixed and administered 
in a sterile environment, following the strictest aseptic 
techniques. 

In addition to nutrient infusions, Glow Wellness LLC., also 
offers ozone therapies that work to optimize cellular oxygen 
utilization. Good health is dependent on healthy oxygen 

levels in your body and their ozone therapies increase oxygen 
and hemolgolobin dissociation, thus increasing the delivery 
of oxygen from the blood to the cells. 

The journey of Glow Wellness LLC., towards optimal 
wellbeing extends into the realm of regenerative services, 
including peptide therapy and bio identical hormone 

replacement therapy. These services are all aimed 
at amplifying our natural healing processes by 

improving intercellular communication, speeding 
repair and regeneration.

To ensure the effectiveness of 
interventions, Glow Wellness LLC., conducts 
regular follow-up lab testing and organizes 
workshops on nutrition and healthy eating 
to encourage people to take a more active 
role in their health and wellbeing. Always 

embracing a personalized approach with 
natural interventions, Glow serves a wide 

range of clientele, ranging from those battling a 
serious disease like cancer to individuals looking for 
pro-active, anti-aging options.

It turned out to be a lifesaver for a 19-year old client 
struggling with Lyme disease, polymyagia rheumatic, brain 
fog and chronic fatigue. After testing and analysis, the team 
discovered multiple nutritional deficiencies, gut dysbiosis and 
poor methylation. Through a combination of personalized 
dietary guidelines, ozone therapies and customized nutrient 
infusions containing super antioxidants, they could improve 
the client’s health within six months. The clients experienced 
reduced anxiety, increased energy levels, improved sleep 
and diminished joint pain. The positive transformation had 
a ripple effect on the patient, enabling them to resume a 
normal life.

Glow Wellness LLC., continues to provide premier 
nutritional medicine and oxygen therapies to restore 
health naturally, cementing its position as the preferred 
choice for individuals looking for a natural way to achieve 
vibrant health.  

All our services are geared towards 
helping the body achieve balance 

and health naturally

LeeJoy Ellis, ND,  
Owner and President 
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